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We study the regularity of structurally damped abstract systems with application 
to point control and boundary control problems for plate equations in general 
multidimensional domains in R”. Our treatment includes, in particular, both the 
cases where the damping operator is equal to the square root of the original 
differential operator, and the case where the damping operator is only “comparable” 
to such a square root. c 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
Contents. 
I. Introduction to the problem and literature. 
2. Distributed or point control. 2.1. The damping operator equal to pA”. 2.2. The 
damping operator comparable to A”, a = l/2. 
3. The boundary control case. 3.1. A case of boundary conditions yielding B = PA’,‘. 
3.2. A second case of boundary conditions yielding B= pA”*. 3.3 A case of 
boundary conditions yielding B comparable to A”*. 3.4. The case B = pA. 
1. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM AND LITERATURE 
Recently, several papers have appeared, by R. Curtain (e.g., [9, lo]) and 
by R. Curtain at co-workers (e.g., [2]), plus further references therein, 
which study the following problem of current interest in the theory of 
damped systems. Let 52 = ( - 1, 1) be the one-dimensional interval 
- 1 < 5 < 1, and consider the following Kelvin-Voigt model in the deflection 
~(5, t) of an Euler-Bernoulli beam 
w,, + p A*w, + A*w = 6(O) u,(t) - S’(O) z+(t), -l<<<l;t>O 
(l.la) 
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459 0) = w,(5), w,(5,0) = w,(5), -l<<<l 
(l.lb) 
WC& - 1, t) = Wrt;( 1, t) = 0; we& - 1, t) = w&l, t) = 0, t>o (l.lc) 
and observation 
y,(t) = WV4 t); Y*(f) = W~(O~ t), t > 0, (l-2) 
where p > 0 is a constant and A2 = d4/dr4. In all these papers, the impor- 
tant question of regularity of the solutions to the problem (1.1 ), (1.2) is 
investigated when ui E L,(O, T). This question is plainly of fundamental 
importance, and not only for the specific one-dimensional problem (1.1) 
but in general for similarly damped problems on a domain Q of arbitrary 
dimension, under a variety of boundary conditions. In the case of the 
specific problem (l.l), following their distinctive approach, these authors 
carry out “as a convenient way” [lo, p. 181 a one-dimensional spectral 
analysis based on eigenvalues/eigenvectors of the resulting dynamics 
operator (in our notation, the operator J;4,, in (2.4) below). The results of 
their studies may be summarized as follows (we follow essentially the nota- 
tion of, say, [lo]). Let p&n, d+,,(t), n = 1,2, . . . . be respectively, the eigen- 
values/functions of such dynamics operator, ll/_+J<) the eigenfunctions of 
its adjoint operator suitably scaled, and define the following sequences 
where C and B* are the operators 
(1.3) 
I- (1.4) 
The 4, form a Riesz basis in L2( - 1, 1). Introduce the following scaled 
Hilbert spaces 
V=Hp= x= f x,4,: f p, Ix,12< cc ; jj, Ef c, 
b, IRe p,l’/2 (1.5) -02 --co 
W=H,= x= f x,4,: f ynI~n)2<co 
112 c
; Yn zf IRe~$ “, (1.6) 
--m -cm n 
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Then, the main conclusions of these quoted works regarding problem (1 .l ) 
are as follows: 
(i) let w0 = w 1 = 0; then for any T finite and, say, U, E 0 
u2 + {w(n w,(T): 
(ii) let ui E 0, then 
continuous L,(O, T) -+ H, = W; (1.7) 
{ wo, WI > + w&O, n: 
continuous H, = I/ -+ L,(O, 7’). (1.8) 
It should be noted of course that none of the quantities ,u~, #,, Ic/,, and 
hence b, and c, in (1.3), (1.4) is explicitly known [9, lo] (e.g., the ,u, are 
given in terms of roots I, of some transcendental equations involving 
hyperbolic and trigonometric functions). As a result, the scaled spaces H, 
and H, are at best elusive. This is recognized by these authors. Indeed, 
[lo] states at p. 21, “This set-up sometimes has the disadvantage that one 
may end up with V and W spaces which are different from the ‘natural’ 
state space’ g(A1j2) x L,( - 1, 1) as is the case with the example [i.e., 
problem (l.l)]... On the other hand, if one is interested in the solutions of 
algebraic Riccati equations, using the abstract formulation of [ PSl ] one is 
forced to use this set up (at present anyway).” 
The purpose of Section 2.1 of the present paper is to clarify the above 
issues, indeed not only for the one-dimensional problem (l.l)-and in fact, 
regardless of its particular boundary conditions (l.lc)--but for a much 
broader class of problems on abstract spaces, with application to arbitrary 
(smooth) bounded domains SL of any dimension and various boundary 
conditions. We shall see that by taking a radically different approach- 
indeed, a simple and natural one which works for general multidimensional 
Q-and by exploiting some intrinsic features (analyticity of the underlying 
semigroup) of an entire abstract class of problems (of which (1.1) is a very 
special example), one can derive not only the desired regularity result in 
the “natural” state space, but in fact in a more regular space. Several conse- 
quences may be derived from our “abstract” Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 below, 
and we explicitly point out only a few for a direct comparison with the 
above results (1.7) and (1.8) when we specialize to problem (1.1) (indeed, 
regardless of the boundary conditions (1.1~): this is another advantage of 
the present approach over the quoted works, where the a,, p,, etc., are all 
dependent on the particular boundary conditions). Instead of the regularity 
results (1.7) and (1.8) in terms of the elusive (and boundary conditions 
dependent) scaled spaces H, and H,, we obtain in our Corollary 2.4 and 
’ In this quote A is d4/dt4 plus the B.C. in (l.lc), consistently with our notation in 
Section 2. 
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subsequent Remark 2.3 the following (much stronger) and more natural 
results valid for problem (1.1) and any self-adjoint type boundary 
conditions, not necessarily (1.1~): 
(i) let w0 = w, =0 and let, say, u1 ~0; then for any finite T and for 
any E > 0 (see Corollary 2.4) 
uz + {w, w,}:continuous L,(O, T)+ C([O, T];H2(f2)x H1'2-"(Q)); (1.9) 
(ii) let ui E 0; then for any E > 0 (see Remark 2.3) 
{w~,w,}+D;'~- “~(5, t)lyzo: continuous H2(S2) x H1/2PE(Q) + C[O, T]. 
(1.10) 
In the subsequent sections, we continue the study of regularity of “struc- 
turally damped” systems in more challenging situations. In Section 2.2, we 
examine the point control case when the damping operator is not equal to, 
but only “comparable” to, the square root of the original elastic operator. 
Finally, in Section 3, we treat the boundary control case in a variety of 
situations. These include the cases where the damping operator is either 
equal to a positive multiple of the ath power of the elastic operator- 
CI = l/2 and CI = 1, being the physically most interesting cases-or else only 
“comparable” to the square root of the elastic operator. 
Regularity of boundary control problems of structurally damped systems 
is a new topic of research, and we are not aware of any work in this 
area. It is the natural outgrowth of the recent discovery of analyticity 
(holomorphicity) of the underlying semigroup, when the damping operator 
is “comparable” to the clth power of the elastic operator l/2 <o! < 1 [4-S], 
which followed the initial study in [3]. This implies that such systems- 
presumably of interest in flexible structures-have a “parabolic-like” 
behavior, which drastically sets them apart from the corresponding 
conservative cases (or cases with viscous damping). Due to the wealth of 
possible boundary conditions, there is no space for an exhaustive treat- 
ment. However, the techniques used here-which rely crucially on results 
of [4, $7, 8]-are likewise applicable to a variety of other situations. 
We conclude this section by recalling well known results to be used 
below. Let G be the infinitesimal generator of a s.c., analytic semigroup eG’ 
of negative type on a Hilbert space H, with spectrum which is contained 
in the usual triangular sector such as Eel = {A: 8, < arg A < 27~ - 8, ; z/n/2 <
8, <z}. The fractional powers (-G)“, 0 < y < 1, are well defined. Define 
the operator 5’ by 
(Yg)(t)= Ji eGcrpT)g(z)dr (1.11) 
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LEMMA 1.1. (a) We have 
2’: continuous L,(O, T; H) -+ L,(O, r; L3( -G)) (1.12) 
cY:continuousL,(0, T;H)+C([O, T]; [9(-G), HI,=,,,,,=,), (1.13) 
where C-Q-G), HI,=,,,,,=, denotes the usual interpolation space [ 15, 201. 
(b) Generally, for any E > 0 
C~(-G),H1,=,,,,,=,c~((-G)1’2-F). (1.14) 
(c) We have, in particular 
[9(-G), Hl,=,,,,=,=~((-G)“‘) (1.15) 
if the generator G is self-adjoint or normal, or (as in the situation of the pre- 
sent paper) G has a Riesz basis of eigenvectors (or is a scalar type operator, 
in the sense of Dunford-Schwartz), in which case we have 
2: continuous L,(O, T; H) --+ C( [0, T]; 9( ( -G)“‘)). (1.16) 
A direct proof of (1.12) may be given by Laplace transform, e.g., [13, 
Appendix A], with similar &-results which require more sophisticated 
proofs for p # 2 [ 111. The validity of (1.13) follows from (1.12), which 
gives Yg E L,(O, T; g( -G)) and dYg/dt E L,(O, T; H) with g E L,(O, T; H), 
and an application of [15, Theorem 3.1, p. 191. 
A direct proof of 9: L,(O, r; H) -+ C( [0, T]; 97(( -G)‘/*- ‘)) uses 
II 112 - E eGf 11 < c,lt 112 ~E, 0 < t < T, and Schwartz inequality. A direct 
proof of (1.16) uses the eigenvector expansion, interchange of integration 
and infinite summation, Schwartz inequality, and the uniform bound 
II, I/IRe 1, I < const,, for all n, due to analyticity. 
2. DISTRIBUTED OR POINT CONTROL 
2.1. The Damping Operator Equal to pA”. Let A: X 19(A) -+ X be a 
positive self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space X with compact resolvent. 
We consider the abstract equation 
i++A”i+Ax=f(.)u(t), x(0)=x,, f(O)=x,, (2.1) 
where p > 0 is a constant, c1> 0 (possibly subject to further restrictions 
below), and 
f e [9(A”‘*)]’ or equivalently A-“l’f EX (2.2) 
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[ 1’ denoting duality with respect to X; also u(t)~&(O, T). We re-write 
(2.1) as usual as 
B(-pp,,) II 9(A) x [9(A1’2) n 9(A”)]. (2.4) 
Problem (1.1) is (essentially) a special case of (2.1) withf(.)=a’(O), and 
a = 1. The next theorem gives a regularity result on the natural space 
E( “energy space”). 
THEOREM 2.1. (a) Under assumption (2.2) with a 2 l/2, we haue the 
map 
u(t) -+ {x(t)9 x,(t)): continuous L,(O, T) --t C( [O, T]; E) (2.5) 
for the solution of (2.1) with {x0, x1} E E. 
(b) Let a > l/2. Under the assumption 
fE [9&41’2)]’ or equivalently A -“Zf EX (2.6) 
we have for the solution of (2.1) with {x0, x 1 } E E, the map 
u(t) + (-w> -a)): continuous L,(O, T) -+ L,(O, T; E). (2.7) 
Proof: (a) Step 1. For any a 3 l/2, the operator JZ& (once closed) 
generates a S.C. contraction semigroup e&p.* on E, t 3 0, which moreover is 
analytic (holomorphic) on E. It has compact resolvent for a < 1, but not 
for a > 1, where there is a branch of negative eigenvalues of SQpa which 
converges monotonically to the point 1= -p/2 for a = 1, and to 1= 0, 
respectively, for a > 1; the limit points belong to the continuous spectrum 
of J$,, . The fractional powers ( -S&J’, 0 < 6 -C 1, are well defined on E. All 
this is nothing but a special (and simple) case of much more general results 
on analyticity of elastic systems with structural damping [4, 51. (For 
0 <a < l/2, the semigroup is only Gevrey class, a fortiori differentiable 
on E for all t > 0, but not analytic [S, Remark A.2, p. 51; 63.) Moreover, 
the operator z$,, though not normal for p > 0, is however the direct sum 
of two (explicitly identified) normal operators (plus, possibly, in some 
exceptional cases, a finite dimensional component) [4, 51. Thus, a fortiori, 
J& has a Riesz basis of eigenvectors. Hence, Lemma 1.1 part (c), Eq. ( 1.16) 
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is applicable. Thus, we may take x,, = x, = 0 without loss of generality, and 
from 
we see that, in view of Lemma 1.1 part (c), it sufhces to prove that 
e L,(O, T; E), or (2.9) 
for then Lemma 1.1(c), Eq. (1.16), with H= E, G= J$,, applied to (2.8) 
yields (2.5) as desired. 
Step 2. Using (-~&“~)-l= I@,’ AO’l we can readily verify that 
RpaE 5+A”-“* 
( 
(2.10) 
P 
with R(l, .) the resolvent operator. (In effect, only the two entries on the 
right column of (2.10) are needed below.) Returning to (2.9), we see by 
(2.10) that it suffices to prove that 
equivalently that 
or 
(2.12) 
which is true by assumption. Part (a) is proved. 
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(b) Part (b) follows similarly from ( --J$,))’ I ;I E E, equivalently 
A-‘/*~EX, via property (1.12) in Lemma 1.1(a) with H=E and 
G=dp,. 1 
We next specialize the above results to fourth order differential operators 
with appropriate boundary conditions B.C. Let Q be an open bounded 
domain in R” with sufficiently smooth boundary r, and consider on 0 the 
operator A: 
Ah = A2h, with B.C. that make A positive self-adjoint; (2.13a) 
e.g., 
h,r=; =O, or else h(r= Ahlr=O; (2.13b) 
I- 
or even non-negative self-adjoint, with 1= 0 an eigenvalue with finite 
dimensional eigenspace; e.g., (&v/8v)lr= (~Aw/c?v)~,-=O; or the usual 
operator (e.g., [14]) with shear forces and moments 
Ah+(l -p)BIhl,=O, 
aAh 
%+ (1 -p) Bzhl,=O, (2.13~) 
see [14, p. 2051 for the (lengthy) definition of B, and B, when 
n = dim 52 = 2; while 
B,=B,=O, n=dimD= 1 (2.13d) 
the latter case (2.13c)-(2.13d) corresponding to problem (1.1) when n= 1. 
For these fourth order operators, regardless of the boundary conditions, we 
always have that 9(A8) c H40(Q), VP> 0, hence [H48(sZ)]‘~ [9(AB)]‘. 
From here, with b = cr/2, we see that if f~ [H’“(Q)]‘, then a fortiori 
f~ [9(A*“)]’ and Theorem 2.1 applies. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let X= L2(Q) and let A be given by any of the 
operators in (2.13) above. 
(a) Assume that f E [H2”(f2)]’ with ~12 l/2. Then, if {x0, x1} E E, the 
continuity property (2.5) of the solution to the corresponding problem (2.1) 
holds true. 
(b) Assume f E [H2(Q)]’ and a> l/2. Then, if {x0, x1} EE, the 
L,-property (2.7) of the solution to (2.1) holds true. 
Remark 2.1. (i) Let first f =6(O). Then, f E [H2”(S2)]’ provided 
2a >n/2 by Sobolev embedding. Thus, Corollary 2.2(a) applies with 
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u z l/2, if n = 1; a > l/2, if n = 2; a > 3/4, if n = 3; etc. Also, f~ [H*(Q)]’ 
provided n < 3, in which case Corollary 2.2(b) holds true. 
(ii) Let nowf= S’(0). Then, fe [H**(Q)]’ provided 2u > n/2 + 1, by 
Sobolev embedding. Thus, Corollary 2.2(a) applies with c( > 3/4, if n = 1 
(problem (1.1) where c1= 1 considered by R. Curtain and co-workers falls 
under this case); c1> 1, if n = 2; c( > 5/4, if n = 3; etc. Corollary 2.2(b), where 
cc2 l/2, applies if 2>n/2+ 1, or n< 1. 
The above results are clearly non-optimal in the cases off= 6(O) and 
f = 6’(O), for these are more regular than the required assumptions of 
Theorem 2.1 for the solution of (2.1 )-with A a fourth order operator as 
in (2.13)-to live in E, either pointwise in time, or L, in time. Thus, with 
more regular data f = 6(O) and f = S’(O), we expect more regular solutions. 
This conclusion follows in fact from the next theorem, which is then 
applied to problem (1.1) where LX = 1. Its proof, however, requires a more 
sophisticated analysis, as it uses the domains of fractional powers of 
( - 4,, 1. 
THEOREM 2.3. With reference to problem (2.1) with A any fourth order 
operator us in (2.13), let l/2 <u< 1 be ,fixed and let ,f~ [H”(Q)]‘c 
cH’“(Q) 
Let {x0 
I’, with 2>2cr>s>O. Set 
f&Lf; (2.14) 
,X,}E~(A1/2+@1(1-d )x9(Aae’), 0,(1 -a)=8,-0,. Then, the 
solution to problem (2.1) satkfies 
u(t) + {x(t), xt(t)}: continuous L,(O, T) 
-+ C( [0, T]; 9(A”2 + ‘l(’ ~ “‘) x 9(AMBL)). (2.15) 
Proof. Since 9(A”‘“) c H”(Q) for the fourth order self-adjoint operator 
A in (2.13), we have f e [H”(Q)]‘c [g(A”/“)]‘, or A-@~GX= L2(51). (In 
effect, we are proving the theorem under this more general assumption.) 
Hence 
;I++’ > 
- l/2 
A - '/4f 
~ l/2 
= ;I+A”“’ > A”/4- 1/4A-.S/4fE9(AU/2- 1/4-S/4+ 1/4) 
= 9(A 4-O) = c&4@). (2.16) 
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Hence, (2.16) and (2.11) give 
(-4J f(,) 1121 O Ic~~(g‘yg2y (2.17) 
We now invoke the results on fractional powers of [7], for any 0 < 8 i l/2, 
and any l/2 < DI < 1, 
~G-$JP=-wA 1/2+w--i*))Xq/p). (2.18) 
By comparing (2.17) with (2.18), we require both 9(ABo)~Q(AaB) and 
WA 80+ 9 ,= CJj(A’/2+@1 -m) ), which is achieved by taking 8,, = crl9, or 8 = 
8, =e,&, for then 8-0a<tI,, or tI = tJ1 < 28, since a 2 l/2. With this 
choice of 0, < l/2, we obtain from (2.17), (2.18), 
The s.c., analytic semigroup edpp”’ on E [4, 51 is plainly S.C. and analytic on 
9(( --Jx&)~~) as well, and has likewise a Riesz basis of eigenvectors also on 
9(( -JZ$)“). Thus, we may use Lemma 1.1 part c, Eq. (1.16), with H 
there given by 9(( -szx$,,)“‘) now and obtain 
E C( [0, T]; 9(( -dpJo’)) = C( [0, T]; c+~(A~‘~+~‘(~--~) x 9(Ae’)) 
(2.20) 
by (2.18) with tI= 8, < l/2 continuously in UEL~(O, T), and (2.15) is 
proved. 1 
Remark 2.2. Given a particular fourth order operator A in (2.13) with 
specific boundary conditions, then a characterization of the regularity in 
(2.15) follows from the known identification [12,15] 
9(Ae) = (h E H4e(Q): mi < 48 - l/2}, 0 < 0 < 1; 48 - l/2 #positive integer, 
(2.21) 
where mj, j= 1,2, is the order of each of the two boundary operators 
associated with A. 
As a corollary, we obtain the regularity theory for problem (1.1) where 
u= 1. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let X= L?(Q), sZ= (- 1, l), A as in (2.13cb(2.13d). 
Let f = S’(O) and II= 1 as in problem (1.1) with u1 z 0. Set y0 = l/8 - E’, 
E’ > 0 arbitrarily small. With reference to problem (l.l), let { wO, w, } E 
9(A I”) x 9(AY0). Then, the solution of problem (1.1) with u1 EE 0 satisfies 
U*(f) + {w(t), w,(t)>: continuous L,(O, T) + C( [0, T]; $@(A’!*) x 63(AYo)) 
(2.22) 
sB(A”2) = H*(Q); LI@(AYo) = H4yo(L’) = H”2-“(f2), 4~’ = E. (2.23) 
(b) Let now f =6(O) and LX= 1, us in problem (1.1) with u2 ~0. Set 
y , = 318 - E’, E’ > 0 arbitrarily small. With reference to problem ( 1.1) let 
i% wl} E 9(A”*) x 9(AY1). Then, the solution of problem (1.1) with u2 z 0 
satisfies 
u,(t) + {w(t), w,(t)): continuous L,(O, T) + C([O, T]; 9(A’j2) x 9(A?“)) 
(2.24) 
Ls(A”2) = H*(Q); a(AY’) = H4y1(f2) = ff3’*-‘(fi?), & = 4E’. (2.25) 
Proof (a) We have f = -S’(O) E [H3”+‘(Q)]‘, E > 0 arbitrarily small, 
by Sobolev embedding with dim 52 = 1. Thus, Theorem 2.3 applies with 
s=3/2+.s and CI= 1. From (2.14) we obtain 8,=e1= l/8-c/4=7, with 
4~’ =E, and the regularity result (2.20) becomes then (2.22), while the 
identification (2.21) with m,= 2, 3 as required for the operator A in 
(2.13c)-(2.13d) produces (2.23). 
(b) Now we have f = 6(O) E [H”2+E(Q)]’ and Theorem 2.3 applies 
with s = l/2 + E and c1= 1. From (2.14) we obtain B0 = 8, = 3/S -s/4 = y,, 
4s’ = E, and (2.20), (2.21) yield now (2.24), (2.25). 1 
Remark 2.3. Regarding the observations in (1.2) for problem (1.1) the 
regularity w E C( [0, T]; H’(Q)) obtained with u(t) = 0 and fwo, wi 1 E 
sqAl’*) x 9(AYO) = H*(Q) x H 1’2--c(Q) where 52 = (- 1, 1) yields not only 
~((0, t) E C[O, 7’1, but even via Sobolev embedding, with E > 0 arbitrary 
D;‘*-&W((, t)l~&EC[O, T-J. (2.26) 
Remark 2.4. Let c1= 1 and let A be any of the self-adjoint operators as 
in (2.13). Then [7] (use (2.18) for /3= l/2) 
1 
9$4”*) x qA”*), 
-Qtt-~a)e)= ([x, y]:x, yE~(A”*);x+pyE~(A)}, 
0 = l/2 cI = 1 
84 . 
Thus, no extra regularity is gained in going from t3 = l/2 to 8 = 1 for x(t) 
and x,(t) individually, only for their sum x(t) + px,(t). In this sense, 
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application of the regularity result (1.12) to G = z$. does not pay off over 
application of the regularity result (1.16) in Lemma 1.1. 
2.2. The damping Operator Comparable to A”, LX = l/2. In the present 
subsection we study a structurally damped plate with point control, where 
the boundary conditions make the damping operator only comparable to 
A”, c( = l/2, in the technical sense of [4,5], not equal to pAa. On a 
bounded open domain a c R”, we consider the problem in the deflection 
w(t, 5): 
w, + A2w - Aw, =f(x) u(t) in (0, T] x Sz = Q 
w(0, .) = w,; w,(O, .) = Wl in 52 
(2.27a) 
(2.27b) 
in (0, T] x T=C (2.27~) 
with scalar u E L,(O, T). We introduce the positive self-adjoint operators 
Ah = A2h, 
Bh= -Ah, g(B)= hcH2(Q):h,r=$ 
i I I 
=0 =H;(SZ)=g(A1’2), 
r 
(2.29) 
where the equality with LS(A112) is a consequence of the identification (2.21) 
with mj= 0, 1, and 0 = l/2. Then, problem (2.27) admits the abstract 
second order version 
w,+Aw+Bw,=f(.)u(t) (2.30) 
or the abstract first order version on E= L@(A1’2) x L,(Q) 
From (2.29) we have 
B2h = A*h, 
hEH4(f2):hlr=g =Ahl,=‘$ 
I I 
=0 c g(A). (2.32) 
r I- 
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By Green’s second theorem we obtain 
(B'h,h)=(d2h,h)=jr~hdT- j dh$dT+ j (Llh)2dQ 
I- n 
= (~Ih)~dsZ, 
s 
h E 9(B2) (2.33) 
Q 
(Ah,h)=(d2h,h),= s,$$?zdr- j 
r 
dhEdl.+ jD(dh)‘dQ 
= (~Ih)~dL2, 
I hE9(‘4), 
(2.34) 
n 
where the boundary terms on the right hand side of (2.33), (2.34) still 
vanish if h is only in S(B) = g(A1j2), see (2.29). Thus, by extension of the 
right hand sides of (2.33) and (2.34), we get 
(B’h, h) = (Ah, h) = j (Ah)’ dQ, Vh~9(B)=5&4”~). (2.35) 
R 
Thus, a fortiori, the results of [4, 51, a = l/2, apply. These, in particular 
give that the operator s!~ in (2.31), once closed, generates a s.c., analytic 
semigroup e&@ on E= C@A112) x A’, X= L2(L?). Then, the solution to 
problem (2.27) can be written as 
(2.36) 
= (-~~)1/2-&e~BO’B(1-7r)(_~~)-(1/2-&) .fc.;ucT) dz. I I (2.37) 
We shall need the E-adjoint &g* of ~22~ which is 
(2.38) 
since B in (2.29) is self-adjoint in L,(Q). With A the operator in (2.28), we 
introduce the operators zd,,, on E and its E-adjoint d:,,: 
(2.39) 
409116112-2 
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(in the preceding subsection, &‘,,* was denoted by J$,,, with p = 1, LX = l/2). 
From (2.31), (2.29), (2.38), (2.39), we obtain 9(&g) = B(dB) = G@(J&) = 
S?(dflz), and from (a subset of) these equalities we have [7] 
(2.40) 
After these preliminaries we have 
THEOREM 2.5. With reference to problem (2.27), let f E [Q(A”‘“)]’ in 
particular f E [H”(Q)]‘, 0 <s < 1. Set 8, = l/2 -s/2, 0 < 8, < l/2, (same 8, 
as the one in (2.14) specialized now to 01= l/2, our present case). 
(a) Let first w0 = w1 = 0. Then, the solution to problem (2.27) [or 
(2.30), or (2.31)], i.e., the operator 55’ in (2.37), satisfies with E’>O 
arbitrarily small 
u(t) + (Zu)(t) = (w(t), w*(t)): continuous L,(O, T) + C( [0, T]; 
9q( -&Ir#+‘)) (2.41) 
~((-~~)B~-E’)~~((-~~,2)81~2~‘)=~(A”2+~1’2--’)~~(Ae”2~~‘), (2.42) 
where characterizations of the fractional powers of A needed in (2.42) are 
obtained via the identtfication (2.21) for spectfic boundary operators. 
(b) Let now {wO, wI} satisfy (see (2.18) with CI= l/2, Q1 < l/2) with 
8, defined above 
{wo, wl} E~((-&‘,~)~‘)=~(A~‘~+‘~‘~)x~(A~“~). (2.43) 
Then, we have for any E > 0 
e.dBB’ Wo I I w1 EC(CO, Tl;~((-d~)~‘-~)) (2.44) 
c C( CO, Tl; W( -4/d” - 2”)) 
=C([O, T]; ~(A1’2+e”2--E)~9(Ae1’2-E)). (2.45) 
The case off = 6(O) in case dim Q = 1 is covered by the above results with 
s = l/2 + El, or 8, = l/4 - E'/2. 
Proof: (a) Let f satisfy A-“‘“f E X= L,(Q), 0 <s < 1, as assumed. The 
crux of the matter is to show that 
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(-dB)-“2+e fp., 
I I 
c q ( -s&p ~ *y, 
or (2.46) 
I I 
O c [9(( -43’/2pQl+y~ 
f 
duality with respect to E. Once (2.46) is established, we can then return 
to (2.37) and apply Lemma 1.1(a)-(b), Eqs. (1.13), (1.14) with H= 
9( ( - dB)‘I ~ 2E) since edB’ is analytic on such H, and obtain (2.41) with 
E’ = 2s. By (the right side of) (2.40), we see that the required condition 
(2.46) is a fortiori fulfilled provided that 
or 
0 I I f c [cq -d~,2)"2--@')]', 
(2.47) 
or 
(-4,2)Y2 ; 
I I 
c 9(( -4,2P) 
0~ l/2- e1 =s/2< l/2, which is precisely condition (2.19) for M = l/2 
which was shown to hold true in the proof of Theorem 2.3 under the 
assumption that A -““f E X = L2(R). Thus, under this latter assumption, 
the operator 5? in (2.37) is continuous L,(O, T) -+ C([O, 7’1; 
9(( -dB)-&)). 
(b) We now handle the initial conditions. Let (2.43) hold true. Then, 
a fortiori, {wO, wl} ~g(( --dB) ‘I-‘): this follows from the version of (2.40) 
with J&‘; there replaced by &B now, which is likewise true [7]. But then, 
by this same version of (2.40), we obtain (2.44), (2.45) via (2.18). 1 
Remark 2.5. Suppose that instead of Eq. (2.27), one has 
w,,+(d*+k,)w-(d+k2)w,=6(x-x’)u(t) in Q, (2.48) 
along with (2.27bb(2.27c) and dim Q = 1. Then, if 0 < k, + k, is sufficiently 
large, the generator JZI~ has finitely many unstable eigenvalues in 
{ Re 12 01. Since the semigroup is analytic, the usual theory [23] applies: 
The problem is stabilizable if [23] and only if [19, Appendix] its projec- 
tion onto the finite-dimensional unstable subspace is controllable. For 
instance, if I 1, . . . . 1, are the unstable eigenvalues of JZ?“, assumed for 
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simplicity to be simple, and dl, . . . . dK are the corresponding eigenfunctions, 
then the necessary and sufficient condition for stabilization is that 
q&(x’) # 0, k = 1, . . . . K. 
If 1 ,, . . . . AK are not simple, then their largest multiplicity M determines 
the smallest number of scalar controls needed for the stabilization of (2.48), 
where now the right hand side is replaced by CE 1 6(x-x’) u,(t), 
along with (2.27b)-(2.27c). The necessary and sufficient condition for 
stabilization becomes now a well-known full rank condition [23, Sect. 71. 
2.3. The Wave Equation with Structural Damping. On a smooth 
bounded domain Q c R” we consider the wave equation in the unknown 
w(t, 5): with a strong degree of damping 
w,, - Aw - p Aw, = S(C - <“) u(t) in (0, T] x Q = Q (2.49a) 
w(o,~)=w,;w,(o,~)=w, in 52 (2.49b) 
WI,=0 in (0, T] x r= C (2.49~) 
with point load at ~‘EQ, and UE L,(O, T). Then problem (2.49) can be 
written abstractly as Eq. (2.1) with CI = 1, where Ah= -Ah, g(A) = 
H’(Q) n HA(O), and f= 6(. - to) u(t). Condition (2.2) reads now 
A-“*6 EL,(Q), i.e., 6~H-‘(52) since g(A112) =HA(Q). And this is true 
only for dim 51 = n = 1. Then, in this case, Theorem 2.1 (a) yields for 
{wo, wl} E Hi(Q) x L*(Q) that 
u(t)+ {w(t), w,(t)): continuous L,(O, T) + C( [0, T]; HA(Q) x L2(Q)). 
(2.50) 
(For a = 1, part (b) of Theorem 2.1 is absorbed by part (a).) We next 
choose Y = Xx X, X= L,(Q), and LX& is still the generator of a S.C. analytic 
semigroup on Y (not contraction any longer). We now use the domains of 
fractional power for CI = 1: 
q(-dJe)= {x, yEX:X+pyE5&4e)), o<e<1 (2.51) 
with JZ& viewed as an operator on Y= Xx X [4, Remark 5.41. Recalling 
(--.Jz$,)-’ below (2.9) and (2.51), one readily sees that 
bf&-’ I 1 69, E wt -J$J), ve < l/4; 
or (2.52) 
t-Jf&y I I s9, E Y, vy < 314 
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if and only if A-‘~E~(A’) or AP’1PB’6~Lz(S1). Since g(AIPM)~ 
H*-‘“(Q), we see that this latter condition holds true in case 
6 E [HZ ~ 2e(Q)]‘, i.e., provided HZ ~ *‘(Q) c C(o), i.e., provided 2 - 28 > 
n/2. For 8 < l/4, we have then n = dim Q < 3, for (2.52) to hold. Then, in 
this case, we obtain by (2.52) and Lemma 1.1 
Thus, by (2.53), if (wO, w1 } E g( ( -J&)’ ~ ‘), then the corresponding 
solution of problem (2.49) satisfies 
(w(t), u’,(t)} EWI T; W-.$)‘-y)); (2.54a) 
i.e., with y = 314 -E, 
4th wt(t) E J52(0, T; L*(Q)); 
w(t)+pw,(t)~L,(0, T;.(A1’4+E)= H;‘*+*“(Q)). 
(2.54b) 
3. THE BOUNDARY CONTROL CASE 
In this section, we shall study the regularity properties of some “struc- 
turally damped’ elastic systems, under the action of boundary controls. 
There is a wealth of dynamical problems that arise from different boundary 
conditions, even if we limit the parameter c( in (2.1) to just the two values 
a= l/2 and a = 1 of major physical interest. Thus, for sake of brevity, we 
shall consider mainly a few cases with a = l/2 which embody the main 
features of the problem. Other cases may be treated by similar arguments. 
Following the original idea of A. V. Balakrishnan [ 1 ] for parabolic equa- 
tions with Dirichlet boundary controls and of [21, 16, 171 for hyperbolic/ 
plates mixed problems, we shall first derive an explicit semigroup input + 
solution formula. Then, we shall use this formula-where the semigroup of 
the free dynamics is analytic-to derive regularity results by means of 
either property (1.12) of Lemma 1.1(a) for &(O, T, .)-results, or else of 
property (1.16) of Lemma 1.1(c) for C( [0, T], . )-results. These properties 
will be crucially combined with the description of the domains of fractional 
powers of the corresponding operator ( -J$,,). The idea of using fractional 
powers was used in [22] to simplify and enrich the original semigroup 
treatment of Balakrishnan [ 1 ] and Washburn [24] in case of parabolic 
problems. We begin with a simpler case, where the damping operator is 
equal to pA I’*. 
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3.1. A Case of Boundary Conditions Yielding B = PA”*. Let Sz be an 
open bounded domain in R” with smooth boundary ZY We consider the 
following mixed problem in the unknown w(t, 5): 
w,,+A2w-pAw,=O in (0, T] x 52 = Q (3.la) 
w(O,l) = 0; w,(O, CJ) = 0 in Sz (3.lb) 
wIz= g1 in (0, T] xZ=z (3.lc) 
4, = g2 in C, (3.ld) 
where p > 0 is a constant and gi are boundary controls. Define the positive 
self-adjoint operator A in L*(0) by 
A = A*, 9(A) = {h E H4(Q): h]r= Ah],= 0}, 
so that (3.2) 
A”* = -A, 9(A”*) = H*(Q) n H;(Q). 
Case 1. We let g,-0 and we take g, EL,(O, T; L,(Z))=L,(z). 
As in [17, 181 we introduce the Green map G, by setting 
y=GIoo {A2y=OinO: yl,=vinZ; Ay],=OinZ} (3.3a) 
and, morevoer, G, = D, the Dirichlet map for second order problems, i.e., 
Ay=O in 52 [17, 181. (3.3b) 
THEOREM 3.1. (a) Letfirst gl E Ci- (0, T; C*(f)), where the subscript 
means that g,(t) vanishes in a right t-neighborhood of t = 0, and let g, s 0 
throughout. 
(al) Zf we set 
x(t) = w(t) -&l(t) 
then x(t) satisfies the abstract structurally damped equation 
(3.4) 
if + Ax + pA”‘i = -DgI,,; 
x0=x1 =o; (or @ + Aw + pA% = A Dg, + pA’l2 Dg,,) 
(3.5) 
where ~2 in (3.6) [denoted as z$,, a = 112, in Section 2.11 generates a S.C. 
contraction analytic semigroup on the energy space E = .9(A1’2) x L,(Q). 
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(az) The solution of(3.5), or (3.6), can be written as 
w(t) -Q,(t) 
w,(t) 
in terms ofg,,(T); or else in terms ofg,(z) as 
-PA P1’2[w(t)-Dgl(t)] + A-‘w,(t) = 
w(t) 
(3.7) 
(3.8a) 
(3.8b) 
(b) Extending g, in part (a) from Co-([0, T]; C2(r)) to all of 
&(O, T; L,(f)) E L2(C), we have that the operator 
(3.9) 
: continuous L2(C) + L,(O, T; g(( --L&‘)“~~~)), (3.10) 
where, by (2.18) with 8 = l/4-& < l/2 and CI = l/2, 
9((-J4 1/4--E) = Cjj(A5/-/2) x ~3(Ai/8-&/2) (3.11) 
and, moreover, by the identification (2.21) with mi= 0, 2 for A defined 
by (3.2) 
g(A5’8-E’2)= (hM”*-*‘(Q): hJ,=O); WA 118 -42) = H”2 - *“(f-J). 
(3.12) 
In addition, the operator 2 in (3.9) satisfies also 
P’: continuous L2(C) + C([O, T]; LS(A3’8--c’2) x [~(A”8+8’2)]‘), (3.13) 
where the duality [ 1’ is with respect o X= L,(Q), and where by (2.21) with 
mj = 0, 2, 
g(A3’8PE’2)= {hEH3’2P2E(Q): hl,=O}; 
1/8+d2)=H;/2+2E(Q); (3214) Q(A Cg(A 
1/8+&/2)], = f.- 122~*E(Q), 
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(c) Let g, EL,(O, CL,(T)) = L2(Z) in (3.lc), and g, -0 in (3.ld). 
Then, the corresponding solution of problem (3.1) satisfies (continuously in 
81) 
w E L,(O, T; 9(A 1/8--~/2)=H1/2-2~~ (Q)) n C( [0, T]; H-1’2p2E(S2)) (3.15) 
w, E L,(O, T; [~(LI~‘~+‘)]‘). (3.16) 
Proof (Sketch). (a) By using the definition (3.3) of G1 = D, we may 
re-write problem (3.1) as 
(w-G,g,),,+A2(w-G1gl)-pA(w-G1gl)l= -GIgIt, W (3.174 
(~--~g~)l,=o=O;(w,--~1g~,)l,=o=O in Sz (3.17b) 
(w-G,g,)l,=O in Z (3.17~) 
C4w-G,g,)ll.=O in Z (3.17d) 
(since A2G1 g, =0 and A(G, gr,) =0 in Q by (3.3)). But then problem 
(3.17) with G, = D becomes abstractly Eq. (3.5), due to (3.2) and the B.C. 
in (3.17c)-( 3.17d). The solution to (3.6), where d is a generator of a S.C. 
analytic semigroup (a = l/2) [4, 51 
edg(‘-‘)f,,(z) dz (3.18) 
once integrated by parts as in the original treatment of [l] yields (after a 
simplification) (3.7). We then apply &-‘= 1 -P{-“* AO’l to Eq. (3.7), 
integrate by parts once more in t, and obtain (3.8). 
(b) For the operator G, = D in (3.3), we have via elliptic theory [15] 
and the identification (2.21) with, now, mj=O, 2, 
D = Gi : continuous L,(T) --, Hli2(52) c H1/2-2E(Q) E sB(A’/*-“/~) (3.19) 
for any E>O. Using (3.19) and (3.11) we then have 
ELJO, T; 9(( -d)1’4-e)). (3.20) 
Then, to obtain the regularity (3.10) for 3, we simply use (3.20) and apply 
property (1.12) in Lemma 1.1(a) with G= ~4. Instead, to obtain the 
regularity (3.13) for 2, we re-write 2 as 
(-Yg1)(t) = (-&y+& 5 k4 dz (3.21) 0 
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which by virtue of (3.20) and of property (1.16) in Lemma 1.1(c) with 
G = &, yields 
4p: continuous L,(Z) + C([O, T]; [g(( --zI*)‘~~+‘)]‘), (3.22) 
where the duality in (3.22) is with respect to E = 9(A”‘) x L,(Q). Sine & 
has a Riesz basis of eigenvectors [4,5] we have 9(-z?‘*) = g(d) and 
[Gjj(( -F&*)1/4+&)], = [cq( -&)1/4fa)]r = 9(~l~2-w8+E/2))X [gj(A IIR+Ei2)]r 
(3.23) 
after using (2.18) with 1x=1/2 and 8=1/4+& and 5/8+.s/2=1/2+ 
(l/8 + s/2). Thus, (3.22), (3.23) prove (3.13). 
(c) By virtue of (3.8a) and (3.8b), we see that w(t) is the second 
coordinate of Yg,, hence (3.15) is a direct consequence of (3.10)-(3.12), 
and of (3.13) (3.14). Moreover, we see likewise that 
-PA -1’2[w(t)-Dgl(t)]+A~1w,(t)EL,(0, T;9(A5’8-E’2)), (3.24) 
where Dg,(t) E L,(O, T, 9(A 1/8PE/2)) by (3.19). Thus (3.24) along with 
(3.15) yields first A-‘w,(t)eL,(O, T;9(A5’8pE’2)) and then (3.16) as 
well. 1 
Case 2. We now let g, = 0 and we take g, E L2(C). We define now the 
Green map G, by 
y=G2uo{d2y=Oin!Z;y~~=O;dy~,=u}. 
It is expedient o recall [17, 181 that 
(3.25) 
G 
2 
= -A-l/2G = -A-lf2D 
1 3 D = G, = Dirichlet/Green map in (3.3). 
(3.26) 
THEOREM 3.2. Let g, -0 and let g, E L2(C) throughout. (a) Problem 
(3.1) can be written abstractly as 
w,, + A(w - G2 g2) + A”2~, = 0, 
or (3.27) 
w,, + Aw + A”2~, = AG, g, = -A’/’ Dg, 
(3.28) 
d as in (3.6), where the A on the right hand side of (3.27), (3.28) is the 
isomorphic extension, say A: L2(sZ) -+ [9(A)]’ of the original A in (3.2). 
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(b) The solution of (3.27), or (3.28), is 
(3.29a) 
(3.29b) 
(c) We have 
2’: continuous L2(Z) -+ L,(O, T; 9(( -&‘)1’4--E)) 
= L-,(0, T; qA5’*y2) x ,(A”8--‘2)) (3.30) 
9(A5’8-E’2)= {hEH5’2-2’(Q): hl,=O}; g(A l/8-&/2) =Hl/2~2&(~) 
(3.31) 
as well as 
9: continuous L2(C) + C([O, T]; [9(( -d*)“4’E)I’) 
(duality with respect o E) (3.32) 
[q(-&*)l/“+“)]‘= [~((-~)‘~4+“)]‘=~(A3/8-E~2)~ [&41/8+E/2)]’ 
(3.33) 
the latter spaces being identified with the Sobolev spaces in (3.14). 
Proof: (a)-(b) The abstract equation on the left of (3.27) follows 
immediately from problem (3.1) with g, = 0, via (3.2) for A’/’ and (3.25). 
Then, (3.27) right, (3.28), (3.29) follow at once via (3.26). 
(c) For g, E L2(r), we have 
(-&d-l 
l-A1:Dg2i 
-A-II2 Dg, = 
0 ’ 
where A- ‘I2 Dg, E 9( A I/2+1/8--/2)=~(~5/8-&/2) 
(3.34) 
by (3.19). Recalling (2.18) with LX= l/2 we obtain 
W(-J4 1/4-&)=~(A5/8--/2)~~(A1/~--E/~). (3.35) 
Thus, comparing (3.34) with (3.35) we obtain 
(-&it-’ ImA1;Dg2~ ~w-Jo’“-“)* (3.36) 
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Then, the regularity (3.30) follows as usual from (3.29b) by means of 
Lemma 1.1(a), Eq. (1.12) with H=$ZS((-SI)“~-‘), as well as from (3.35). 
Then (3.31) is a re-writing of (3.12), via the identification (2.21). To prove 
the regularity (3.32), we re-write 9 in (3.29b) as 
(Ygz)(t) = ( -d)"4+E s 'h-4 “2e.cy’(t~~r)(-~)~3’4~E 0 wA,j20Dg21TJ~ dz. 
(3.37) 
Then (-J$‘)~‘~-’ 1~ AI,?Dg,(rIl EL,(O, T; E) from (3.36) and the integral 
term in (3.37) belongs to C([O, T];E) by Lemma 1.1(c), Eq. (1.16) with 
H = E, and thus (3.32) follows. Equation (3.33) is a re-writing of (3.23). 1 
Remark 3.1. Note that the regularity of {w, wl} in the second case with 
g, =O, g,EL,(Z) is two unit higher in Sobolev spaces than the regularity 
of {IV, w,} in the first case g, E L2(,Z’), g, = 0, as expected. 
3.2. A Second Case of Boundary Conditions Yielding B= pAlI=. The 
analysis of problem (3.1) in Section 3.1 applies, mutatis mutandis, to the 
following problem in the unknown w(t, [): 
w,,+A*w-p Aw,=O in (0, T]xQ=Q 
$4 0 = 0; w,(O, l) = 0 in Q 
aw - = 
av z gl 
aAw 
av _r=g2 
in (0, T]xT=Z 
in C. 
Now, we define the non-negative self-adjoint operator A 
A=A=, 
AIf2 = -A 
as well as the Green maps, with Jr v dT= 0, 
(3.38a) 
(3.38b) 
(3.38~) 
(3.38d) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
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Accordingly, we shall take fr gl(t) dT= Jr g2(t) dT= 0 throughout. The 
null space N(A) of A is a l-dimensional subspace spanned by the constant 
functions on 52. For simplicity of exposition, we shall work on the space 
X= L:(Q)=L,(O)/N(A), where then A is positive self-adjoint on X. All 
Sobolev spaces below will be intended modulo the constant functions. We 
have as in [17, 181 
G, = N (Neumann map of second order problems), i.e., AG, u = 0 in Sz 
(3.43) 
G 
2 
= .-A-‘+ = -A-‘/=N 
1 9 (3.44) 
where by elliptic theory [ 153 and (2.21) 
G, = N: L=(r) -+ Z-Z”‘(sZ) c H3’=-=‘(Q) = 9(A3’*-“‘). (3.45) 
Let now g, E L=(C), i.e., Ng, E L,(O, T; 9(A 3/8-‘E/2)). Then, the counterpart 
of (3.20) is 
0 
I I -Ng, 
EL,(O, T; 9(( -J&‘)~‘~- “)) = L,(O, T; 9(A”‘--‘=) x 9(A3’*-“=)). 
(3.46) 
In fact, for LX = l/2 as in the present case, the same characterization formula 
(2.18), i.e., 
9((-~)e)=9(A”2+e’2)~9(A8’2), 0 < 8 < 1, c! = l/2 (3.47) 
holds true this time for all 0 < 8 < I [7]. From (3.46), proceeding as in 
problem (3.1) in Section 3.1, we then obtain 
THEOREM 3.3. (a) Let first g, E C& (0, T; C=(r)) and g, = 0 through- 
out in problem (3.38). (al) Zf we set 
x(t) = w(t) - Ng,(t) 
then x(t) satisfies the abstract structurally damped equation 
(3.48) 
ji+A~x+pA”~f= -Ngl,t, 
x0=x1 =o; (or ti + Aw + pA112til =ANg, + pA’/2Ng,,) 
(3.49) 
~l~l=~l~l+f,t; dasin(3.6); ftt)=le~,(r)l (3.50) 
with d generator of a s.c., contraction, analytic semigroup on 
E= 9(A1”) x L2(Q). 
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(a*) The solution of (3.49), or (3.50), can be written as 
in terms ofg,,(z), or else in terms ofg,(t) as 
-PA -“2[w(t)-Ng,(t)] +A-‘w,(t) 
w(t) 
(3.52) 
(b) Extending g, in part (a) from C,.-(CO, T]; C2(Z)) to all of 
L,(O, T; L,(Z)) = L2(z), we have that the operator 
: continuous L,(C) -+ L,(O, T; g( -&)‘/“-‘)) (3.54) 
W(--4 3/4--)=~(~7/8~&/2)~~(~3/8--/2) (3.55) 
s(a’;X-i’)_jhoH’.2-2i(n):~l co); 
I- (3.56) 
WA 3/8+/2) = ~3/2- 2”(f-~). 
In addition, the operator 2 in (3.53) satisfies 
2’: continuous L,(C) --+ C( [0, T]; GS(( - &)‘I4 -“)) 
S(( -4 1/4~&)=~(A5/8--E/2)X~(Al/8~C/2) 
L(A5/8--‘)={hPH”2~2&(n):~l =Oj; 
I- 
WA l/8 ~ E/2) = H 1/2 - 2”(Q). 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
(3.59) 
(c) Let g, E L2(X) and gz-0 in (3.38c)-(3.38d). Then, the corre- 
sponding solution of problem (3.38) satisfies (continuously in g,) 
WEL~(O, T; H3’2-2”(f2))nC([0, T]; H”2--E’2(Q)) (3.60a) 
w,~L2(0, T; CW 1’s+E’2)]‘) =L2(0, T; [H”2+2”(Q)]‘). (3.60b) 
Proof: The proof of (at(b) follows closely the one of Theorem 3.1, but 
uses now (3.46). As to part (c), we have from (3.52) that w(t) is the second 
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component of _Ygl, so the regularity of w is read off from the second 
component of (3.54)-(3.56) and (3.57~(3.59). As to wI, we have by (3.52) 
A -l’2[w - Ng,] + A -lw, E L,(O, T; +P--E/2)) 
from the first component of P’g,, where both A -‘/*w and A - li2NgI are in 
L,(O, T; g(A7’8--‘2)), see (3.60), (3.56), and (3.45). From here, (3.60b) 
follows. 1 
We now take g, - 0 and g, E L*(Z) in (3.38c)-(3.38d). We now have 
(-sit-’ l_AtzNg2/ =I-‘-?*1 c$@((-zI)~‘“-“) (3.61) 
the counterpart of (3.36), by (3.55), since now A-“*Ng, E $S(II’/*+~‘~-~‘~) 
=S(LI”~-~‘*) from (3.45). From (3.61), by proceeding as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 we obtain 
THEOREM 3.4. Let g, = 0 and g, E L*(Z) in problem (3.38). 
(a) Problem (3.38) can be written abstractly, with d as in (3.6), as 
w,, + A(w - G2 g2) + pA”‘w, = 0, 
or (3.62) 
w,, + Aw + PA”~w, = AG, g, = -A1’2Ng2 
(b) The solution of (3.62), or (3.63), is 
(3.63) 
(3.64a) 
(3.64b) 
(c) We have, see (3.56) for Sobolev space identification, 
2: continuous L2(Z) + L,(O, T; g(( --Rz’)~‘~-‘) 
= L,(0, T; g(A7’*-“‘) x g(A3’“-“‘2)) (3.65) 
as well as, see (3.59) for Sobolev space identification, 
_.Y: continuous L,(Z) + C([O, T]; g(( -J$‘)“~-“)) 
= C([O, T]; g(A5’8-E’2) x .(A”8--‘2)). (3.66) 
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3.3. A Case of Boundary Conditions Yielding B Comparable to A’/=. We 
next consider the mixed problem on 52 c R”. 
w,,+A*w-Awt=o in (0, T] x $2 = Q (367a) 
w(O, 5) = 0; WI@, 5) = 0 in Sz (3.67b) 
wlz= g1 in (0, r] x r= Z (3.67~) 
aw - 
av z 
= g2 in C. (3.67d) 
i.e., the boundary control version (with p = 1, just for simplicity of nota- 
tion) of the distributed/point control problem (2.27) in Section 2.2. Plainly, 
for a preassigned class of functions {g,, g,} the solutions to problem 
(3.67) are “less regular” than the solutions of problem (3.1), which in turn 
are less regular than those of problem (3.38). Thus, in order to obtain that 
the solutions to (3.67) live in “reasonable spaces,” we need to impose 
higher regularity on the boundary functions g, and g,, than in preceding 
examples. We shall give specific illustrations of this situation in 
Theorems 3.5-3.6 below. We now introduce the corresponding Green 
operators G, and G,, defined by 
n2y=0inQ;yi.=g,;$ (3.68) 
d2y=OinR;yl,=O;z 
G, : H”(T) + HS+ “2(f-2); G2 : H”(T) + H”+ ‘j’(Q), continuously. 
(3.70) 
Moreover, we let A and B be the same operators introduced in (2.28) 
(2.29), respectively, in connection with the corresponding distributed/point 
control problem (2.27). After this introduction, we can state and prove 
THEOREM 3.5. Let g, ~0 in (3.67~). (a) Let first g2E C,- ([0, 7’1; 
C*(r)). (a,) Zf we set 
x(t) = w(t) - (32 g=(f) (3.71) 
then x(t) satisfies the abstract equation 
Z+Ax+Bi= -G,g,,,+AG,g,,; 
or (3.72) 
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with A and B defined by (2.28), (2.29) [where actually the A on the right of 
the w-equation is the extension, say A: L2(Q) + [L@(A)]’ of the A in (2.28)], 
Or 
zZBasin (2.31); 
(3.73) 
f(t) = 
0 
-G2 ga(t) + AG2 g2(t) 
(aJ The solution of (3.73) can be written, with f defined by (3.73), as 
w(t) - G, g*(f) 
a(t) - AGz g*(t) 
while the solution of (3.73) is, with h defined by (3.74) 
(3.75) 
(3.76) 
(b) Extending g, in part (a), we have that the operator 
=-&qe.M-I) 0 
- G2 gzt(z) + AGz gz(r) 
dr (3.77) 
0 
: continuous LJO, T; H”2(I’)) n H’(0, T; H-3’2(r)) 
-, L,(O, T; E) (3.78) 
E= g(A1’2) x L,(Q), g(A”2) = H;(Q) (3.79) 
whereby, in this case, the solution to problem (3.67) satisfies 
w(t) E L,(O, T; ff2P)) (3.80) 
w!(t) E J52(0, T; L2(Q)). (3.81) 
(c) Indeed, let s be any number 0 <s < l/2. Then, for the operator 2 
in (3.77), we have for any E > 0 
2: L,(O, T; H"(T)) n H'(0, T; He2+“(T)) 
+ L2(0, T; H;‘2+sPE(Q) x IY--(~‘~-~+‘)(SZ)) (3.82) 
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continuously whereby, in this case, the solution to problem (3.67) satisfies 
w(t) E L,(O, T; H3’*+S-e(Q)) (3.83) 
w,(t) E L,(O, T; H-‘1’*--s+Ey12)). (3.84) 
Proof: (a) By virtue of G, in (3.69), problem (3.67) can be re-written 
as 
(w-G,g,),,+A2(w--2g2)-A(w-G2g2)t= -G,g,,,+AG,g,, in Q 
(3.85a) 
Cw-G,g,ll.=O in C (3.85b) 
a(w-G,gJ =. 
av r 
in C (3.8%) 
and zero initial conditions for w - G2 g,, from which the abstract equations 
in (3.72) follow at once by virtue of the definitions of A and B in (2.28) 
(2.29). The rest of part (a) is immediate, as (3.75) follows as usual after 
integration by parts in t over the variation of parameter formula of the 
x-problem in (3.73). 
(b) By assumption g,EL,(O, T; H’/*(T)), hence by (3.70), 
G, g, E L,(O, T; H2(W) and AG, g, E L,(O, r; ~52(Q)). (3.86) 
Similarly, g,, E L,(O, T; II-~‘*(~)) by assumption and thus by (3.70) 
G2 g,t E L,(O, T; ~52U-22)). (3.87) 
Then, by (3.73), (3.86), (3.87) 
f= 
0 
- (32 g,r + AG, g, 
E J52(0, T; E) (3.88) 
and the regularity (3.78) follows then from (3.77), (3.88) via Lemma 1.1, 
Eq. (1.12) with H= E now. Returning to (3.75) and using the regularity 
(3.78), as well as (3.86), we readily obtain (3.80) and (3.81). 
(c) By assumption and (3.70), we obtain 
G2 g, E L,(O, T; H”‘+“(Q)); G2 g,, E L,(O, T; H-“*+‘(Q)) (3.89) 
and hence via the identification (2.21) 
-G,g,,+AG,g,EL,(O, T; [H1’2~S(Q)]‘= [s?@A”~-~‘~)]‘) (3.90) 
409!161/2-3 
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duality with respect to &(a). But, by the characterization (2.18) with 
9 < 112, we have 
9(( +qe) = 9(A1’2+e’2) x 9(Ae’2), e=;-;<;, a= l/2, (3.91) 
where & is the operator defined as in (3.6) (with p = 1, in our case). By 
comparing (3.90) and (3.91), we obtain via (3.73) and (2.40), with duality 
with respect o E 
f~ [9(( -d)‘)]‘c [9(( -s~Zjj)~+~‘~)]‘, i.e., ( -&~)-8-EE/4f~L2(0, T; E) 
(3.92) 
with 0 = 1/4-s/2, and E > 0 arbitrarily small. Thus, the operator 9 in 
(3.77) satisfies 
EL,(O, T; [%‘((-c~‘~)~+~‘~)]‘)d~(O, T; [~((-cc~I)~+“~)]‘), 
(3.93) 
where we have used (3.92) and Lemma 1.1, Eq. (1.12) with H= E now for 
the first containment, and then the left side of (2.40) for the second 
containment, duality with respect o E. But, with 8 = l/4 -s/2 we have via 
(2.18) 
W(-d) e+E/2)=~(Al/2+e/2+E/4)X~(Ae/2+E/4) (3.94) 
and the duality with respect to E = C@(A’12) x L,(Q) gives then 
[Q(( -d)e+&/2)]r = qA’/2-@/2-@) x [H’e+&(1(2)]1 
=H~/~+s-E 
0 
x H-(1/2-S+&)(Q), 
(3.95) 
(3.96) 
where the duality is with respect to E on the left hand side of (3.95), and 
with respect to L2(Q) on the right hand side of (3.95). Identities (3.95), 
(3.96) follow from 
.(,8/2+&/4)=H2e+&(~)=H1/2-s+E(~) (3.97) 
WA 1/2-e/2-&/4) = ~(~3/8++-&/4) 
h.H1’2+“-“(Q):h,r=~~ =O}=H;,2+~-.(fj), 
I- 
(3.98) 
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where we have used the identification (2.21) for our present operator A 
with mj=O, 1. Then, (3.93) and (3.96) yield the desired conclusion (3.82) 
for 6p. Finally, (3.82) along with (3.75) and (3.89), (3.90) easily yield 
(3.83), (3.84). 1 
Remark 3.2. Formula (3.76), with h as in (3.74) is handy for more 
regular g,. For instance, if 
g, E L,(O, T; H"'(r)) n H'(0, T; H"*(T)), 
then one can readily show using (3.76) that 
(3.99) 
W 
I Ii 
L,(O, T; ~(sx’~) = S&4) x S+I”2)) (3.100a) 
w , ’ C([O, T];Q((-JJQ”*--~))cC([O, T];S((-JYZ)“‘~“‘~)) 
(3.100b) 
using a relation such as the right hand side of (2.40), with &z replaced by 
.xIB, which holds true likewise [7]. Then, the identification (2.21) gives a 
Sobolev space characterization of the space in (3.1OOb), right. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let g, - 0 in (3.67d) throughout. Formulas (3.71) through 
(3.77) of Theorem 3.5 hold still true with GZ, g, there replaced by G,, g, 
now. The conclusion that (JZgl)(t) E L,(O, T, E) holds true now with g, 
one unit smoother in space than g, was in Theorem 3.5; i.e., with 
g, E L,(O, T; H312(F)) n H'(0, T; H-‘12(F)), which still yields (3.88) (with 
G,, g, there replaced by G,, g, now) via (3.70), left. Then, the regularity 
(3.80), (3.81) then follows for problem (3.67) in this case as well. 
Part (c) of Theorem 3.5 has a counterpart now with conclusion on the 
same spaces for (Yg,) and {w, wt}, in (3.82) and (3.83~(3..84), respectively, 
provided g, E L,(O, T; H 3'2+S(r))n H’(0, T; H-‘+“(F)), i.e., with g, one 
unit smoother in space than g, was in Theorem 3.5. 
Remark 3.3. Problem (3.67) with, say g, ~0, readily admits the 
abstract version 
ti+A(w-G2g2)+B,li)=0, or ~++w+B,~= -AG,g,, 
(3.101) 
where A is the positive self-adjoint operator in (2.28), and B, is the positive 
self-adjoint operator 
B, h = -Ah, S(B,) = H’(Q) n HA(Q). (3.102) 
However, B, is now not comparable to A ‘I2 (or A”, with l/2 < u < 1, for 
that matter), since now g(A”‘) c g(B) c .(LI~‘~~‘) (via (2.21)) and hence 
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B<p,A’j2 and plA3/8-E < B. Th us, the corresponding operator dB, = 
1-9, -:,I is not analytic now. Similar considerations can be made for the 
case g, = 0 in (3.67). 
3.4. The Case B= pA. For sake of illustration, we consider now the 
plate equation 
w,, + d2w + A2w, = 0 in Q (3.103) 
with initial conditions (3.67b) and, say, boundary conditions (3.67~) and 
(3.67d). Let A, G,, G2 be the elastic operator defined in (2.28) and the 
Green maps defined in (3.68), (3.69), respectively. 
Let first g, - 0 in (3.67~). Then, we set x = w - G, g, and proceed as in 
the foregoing Sections 3.1, 3.2 to find that the abstract version of the 
present problem is 
ji+Ax+Af= -G2g2,, (or, w,, + Aw + Aw, = -AG2 g, - AG2 g2t) 
(3.104) 
which is of the same “type” as Eq. (3.5) with CI = 1, instead of c1= l/2. The 
same technique of Theorem 3.1 then applies. 
Similarly, if g, = 0, we obtain the same abstract equation (3.104) after 
replacing g,, G, with g,, G,. 
Other boundary conditions can be handled the same way by introducing 
the corresponding Green maps. We omit the details. 
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